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Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, Auditorium 5th Fl., 45
Ave & Parsons Blvd., Flushing.
Park on street or in lot across
the street from Hospital.FREE
but Parking ticket MUST be
validated by the Camera Club.
Call to confirm meeting date.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for
students up to 23 yrs.old.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: Its great to be back in N.Y. after our vacation. We
were very lucky in that we missed 2 hurricanes and an earthquake during our
stay in Mexico. As a bonus after a distant storm we were presented with super
sunrises and sunsets.
By all accounts Dorothy did a fantastic job keeping the club running like a top.
Opening day was great and competitions are off to a good start.
Helen is putting together a field trip to Connecticut and Mystic Seaport. Anyone
interested should be at our Oct. 4th meeting by 7PM for a discussion and
planning of the trip. See you then.
A hearty welcome to our new members Anne Hickey and Sharon Jackson .
“photoJoe” Crupi

4th Wed—2nd competition judge: Robert Glick
18rh Programs Tony Coppeta “Raindrops” and
Kathy Baca “Take Another Look”
1st - Competition#3 Judge: John Bruno
15th Programs -Richard DeDalto “Beach
Panning” and Jim Christensen “Expanding your
Creative Space”
29th Programs– Ettore Trauzzi “Central Park”
and Tony Coppeta “I phone photography”
Dues are in order: $40.00 for individuals or $60.00 per couple/family;
$20.00 for students up to 23 yrs.old. In order to compete in our monthly
photo contest dues must be paid by October. Please bring a check made
out to “Flushing Camera Club”. Give to Norman Eng our treasurer
A.S.A.P..

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2017 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.

15 Minute Photo-Tip Programs - by Michael
Sender, Ron Caldwell, Dorothy Gist
While on a Field Trip to DUMBO and during lunch some of us
discussed what we could do to enhance members’ images and
computer skills. The late Joan Egan, Michael Sender, Ron
Caldwell, Dorothy Gist held this informal discussion in DUMBO
and the 15 Minute Photo-Tip Program was initiated. This
happened during Joan’s presidency: 2003-2005.
Shortly after the DUMBO meeting, a FCC Membership Meeting
was held, and the 15 Minute Photo-Tip Program was presented.
It was enthusiastically received, we agreed to move ahead with
the Program and Michael Sender assumed the leadership.
Photo by Ron Caldwell

Michael has led the 15 Minute Programs since its inception. As of this season,
Michael Sender and Dorothy Gist will coordinate these programs on monthly
Program/Eduction nights.
We are open to subject matter on the enhancement of photography and
computer skills. Since we started the 15 Minute Programs, many, many
members have participated and we’re indebted to them for their presentations.
If you would like to participate and become a presenter or have a subject
matter you would like to have discussed, please let us know. Please contact
either of us: Michael Sender (718-459-0203; msender33@yahoo.com) or
Dorothy Gist (tsigdge@gmail.com).
The following members have agreed to present 15 Minute Programs for this
year:
Tony Coppetta, October 18, will share his “How To” on Raindrops.
Richard DeDalto, November 15, will provide a “How To” on “Beach Panning.”
Ettore Trauzzi, November 29, will share his images from “Central Park.”
Norman Eng, December 20, will take us to “Florence.”

Judge:
Kathy Baca
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Beauty can be seen in all things, seeing and composing the beauty is what separates the
snapshot from the photograph. – Matt Hardy

If you are out there shooting, things will happen for you. If you’re not out
there, you’ll only hear about it. – Jay Maisel
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Fall Color Tips
Chills permeate the morning air, days grow shorter, animals become more active, people
wear welcomed cool weather smiles, and the landscape is ablaze in leafy fireworks. It’s the
time of year snap shooters and serious landscape photographers take to the road to leaf
peep, photograph, and soak up the short lived adornment of color.
Incorporate A Focal Point: Sprawling hillsides of color are gorgeous to view, but tough to
capture in a stand alone image. If you try to isolate a single portion, it lacks the drama of the
overall scene. When you run across a situation like this, find a slice of the overall scene and
include a compositional element that commands attention. Place it in the rule of thirds and if
possible, integrate other compositional strategies such as leading lines and balance.
Spin the Polarizer: If you don’t currently own a polarizer, buy one before you head out. If
you already have one, leave it on for many reasons. a) it cuts through glare on leaves so the
true color is revealed. Glare robs leaves of their color. The polarizer counters this. b) It
richens up a blue sky making it deeper in tone which adds pop to the image. On a color
wheel, yellow and blue are opposites. Incorporate these colors into a composition to
enhance their intensities. 3) If water is part of your composition, the polarizer helps remove
or enhance the reflections so you obtain the look you desire
Make a Pano: In the above example of a sprawling hillside where a single image doesn’t do it justice, a panorama may
be the answer. Make sure the camera stays level, meter the scene in manual mode so you don’t get exposure
variations, use a fixed white balance, and if you do have the polarizer on, remove it to maintain even tonality in the sky.
Overlap each panel of the panorama by 30%. Be a bit generous with the framing so there’s wiggle room to crop.

Get Creative: Add a spin to your fall color images and do something many photographers don’t. Add some deliberate blur to
your photos by zooming the lens during a slow exposure. Radial lines converge at whatever appears in the center of the frame.
With this in mind, have a strong point of color in the center so the viewer’s eye is drawn to it. Make some vertical pans of the tall
trees. Again, use a slow shutter to paint the sensor with your subjects. Make a double exposure with one frame in focus and the
other out of focus. It creates an ethereal effect

Capture that Reflection: Early morning is a prime time to make autumn images. Be there before the sun comes up.
The light is more conducive to getting dramatic photos, there’s less people, and animals tend to be more in the open.
Another key reason to be out at sunrise is there’s a better chance of windless conditions which translates to calm
water. Calm water means clean reflections. Incorporate the reflection into your composition. Spin the polarizer so it
looks the best. The effect is visible through the viewfinder and can be verified on the LCD
Get In Close: Macro fall color photographs have a lot of impact and add diversity to your portfolio. The majority of fall images
include overall scenes or isolate stands of trees. Don’t overlook the single leaf that’s in prime condition. How about a bunch of
scattered fallen leaves on the forest floor? Look for ground cover that exudes autumn. Find a leaf that has eroded into just its
veins and get in super close to find patterns, shapes and textures. These images can be made in the middle of the day when the
optimum light for the overall scenic has passed. In other words, you can make great autumn images any time of the day.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris to Tanzania. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.

